One-hot encoding is a labelling system that embeds classes as standard basis vectors in a label space. Despite seeing near-universal use in supervised categorical classification tasks, the scheme is problematic in its geometric implication that, as all classes are equally distant, all classes are equally different. This is inconsistent with most, if not all, real-world tasks due to the prevalence of ancestral and convergent relationships generating a varying degree of morphological similarity across classes. We address this issue by introducing curvature to the label-space using a metric tensor as a self-regulating method that better represents these relationships as a bolt-on, learning-algorithm agnostic solution. We propose both general constraints and specific statistical parameterizations of the metric and identify a direction for future research using autoencoder-based parameterizations.
Introduction
Deep learning has had enormous success in pattern recognition tasks. Learning algorithms have surpassed human performance on image classification in some domains, for example. There is evidence that artificial neural networks, ANNs, are able to accommodate learning hierarchical concepts [1] containing structures for identifying features shared by multiple categories of input, with specificity increasing into the network.
However, the prevailing method for labeling data -one-hot encoding -does not account for hierarchical structure in the categories, nor any varying similarity between classes. This means that in the learning process, mistakes are treated as equally severe: confusing a dog with a wolf incurs the same 'cost' as confusing a dog with a car. This suggests room for improvement in the learning process: if we could somehow communicate to the algorithm that it had the right idea when it confused a dog for a wolf, we might encourage the development of shared, transferable concepts, like 'furry' or 'four legs', within the network.
To address this problem we introduce curvature to the labeling scheme, a novel approach in the field. Whilst previous work has focused on the development of 'hierarchical classifiers' [2, 3, 4] that use additional handcrafted 'coarse'-labels -dogs are mammals are animals -and new network architectures to exploit the additional information, our approach uses no additional prior information and can be bolted-on to any preexisting architecture that uses a one-hot encoding labeling scheme. Given the ubiquity of the scheme, this is a significant advantage of the approach. The mathematical basis that we build from has seen applications to deep learning in the past, treating the learning process as a path on a statistical manifold [5] , but to the authors' knowledge there has been no work bringing curvature to the label space.
Label space and loss functions
In a one hot encoding scheme, the label for an example is a vector y, with y α equal to unity if the example belongs to class α, and zero otherwise. The set of one hot vectors for all classes thus form an orthogonal, unit basis for a vector space we henceforth refer to as 'label space'. We will use the word 'class' to refer to all of the following: the class itself, the class index and the one hot vector corresponding to it. The output of a classifierŷ is typically a probability vector in label space wherê y α is the estimated probability that the example belongs to class α. We use the phrase 'to confuse class α for class β' to mean estimating a high probability for class β for an example belonging to class α.
The loss functions typically used for classification tasks are functions of the Euclidean distance between the output and the label, d E (y,ŷ) = |ŷ − y|. For example mean squared error L MSE and categorical cross entropy L CE may be written as
The squared distance between two one hot vectors α and β is
Confusing any two classes incurs the same loss, as the Euclidean distance between any two classes is the same.
Curved label space
We propose an alternative scheme in which the label space distances between classes are adjusted by the network automatically based on estimated cross-class similarity. We make use of a new distance function of the form
where we have introduced a symmetric tensor g αβ which we will refer to as the metric tensor of the label space. In doing so we have created a curved label space; only in the case that the elements of g αβ are the elements of the identity matrix is the label space flat.
If we fix the diagonal elements of the metric tensor to unity, then the squared distance between two one hot vectors α and β is
Thus the off-diagonal elements of the metric tensor allow the cross-class distances in label space to vary. We create 'curved' loss functions by replacing Euclidean distances in common loss functions with the distance function in (4), for example curved quadratic error (CQE) from MSE and curved crossentropy (CCE) from categorical crossentropy.
Metric parameterization
Having outlined how to construct loss functions in a curved label space, we now turn to the task of parameterizing the metric in a way that reflects cross-class similarities. As mentioned earlier, the diagonals of the metric are set to unity:
For the metric tensor to paramterize a meaningful distance representation, we require g αβ < g αγ if class α is more similar to class β than it is to class γ. A measure of distance, or effective distance, in label space may be derived from the confusion matrix, C, of an unbiased, well-performing classifier on the basis that more closely located centers will have greater overlap in the distribution of examples. Given that the existence of such a classifier would render the task solved, we substitute with the confusion matrix of the model being trained. Using the row normalized confusion matrix, P 2 , protects against skew, whether in the dataset or model output, induced bias and provides a useful interpretation as P αβ = number of class α classified as β number classified as β
≈ likelihood an example classified as a β is an α .
Using this measure, a matrix of effective class distances S αβ may be constructed as
as S αβ is smaller when classes α and β are often confused, and is manifestly symmetric. We therefore set
where A is a constant of proportionality, whose value relative to unity determines the importance of label space proximity relative to that of correct prediction.
We have yet to address exactly which confusion matrix is used to calculate S αβ . We suggest an exponential moving average of previous batches' classifications during training, calculated recursively so as to reduce memory requirements as
where t is the epoch. This provides both smoothing to changes in the metric and a way of diminishing the relevance of errors made when the model parameters were significantly different or less well performing.
Benchmarks
Owing to space constraints, and the primary concern and contribution of this paper being to introduce the formalism of applying curvature to the label space, we discuss only our investigation of curvature for the benchmark CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 tasks [7] . We applied curvature to the label space of the All-Convolutional Network selected for its good performance, simple architecture and that the model had been applied to both tasks in the original paper [6] . It is also our intention to avoid investigating curvature with novel architectures so as to avoid confounding the results of our investigations. No significant improvement in performance was found for this set up over using a flat label space. A simple transfer-learning task was also devised using these datasets where training was first carried out on the simpler CIFAR-10 task before being applied to the CIFAR-100, though again no significant improvement in performance was found when cross-fold validation was implemented.
Further Work
Two branches of work are planned to further investigate the effects of curvature in the label space. The first will widen the scope of the work already completed using statistical parameterizations as described in section 4 to include alternative models and tasks, particularly those believed to benefit from learning generalisable features such as transfer learning tasks. The second is to investigate parameterizing the curvature on the basis of an autoencoder's latent space representation. Separating the curvature from the model's own performance history has the obvious benefit of taking a reasonable form from the start of training and may also help to avoid biases that arise due to the network initialization. Relative separation in the latent space would also allow for a per-example based curvature and a curriculum learning-like training routine where examples believed to be more easily confused can be revisited and the loss controlled accordingly.
